Potential-Scanning Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance Sensor.
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensors based on plasmonic nanoparticles attract much attention recently. Here we propose a new class of LSPR sensor, that is, a potential-scanning LSPR sensor, in which electron density of the plasmonic nanoparticles is controlled by potential scanning. The sensor exhibits a resonance peak during the potential scan, which negatively shifts with increasing local refractive index. Therefore, the present sensor can be applied to affinity biosensors and chemical sensors based on potential scan instead of wavelength scan. The potential-scanning LSPR sensors do not require space and a mechanical device for wavelength scanning, so the sensors are advantageous for miniaturization and cost reduction, in comparison with the conventional LSPR sensors. We explain the principle and theoretical sensitivities of the potential-scanning LSPR sensors, and refractometry is demonstrated using a sensor with an ITO electrode loaded with gold nanospheres (13 or 40 nm diameter) or nanorods. The smaller and larger nanospheres are suitable for sensing with a wider dynamic range and with a higher sensitivity, respectively. The use of nanorods further improves the sensitivity and figure of merit.